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ART MUSEUM ACQUIRES THREE WORKS OF ART BY CHRISTO
CHRISTO & JEANNE-CLAUDE TO GIVE LECTURE AT CMA

(CLEVELAND, OH) — The Cleveland Museum of Art announced today the acquisition

of three works and a special lecture by the world-renowned contemporary artists Christo

and Jeanne-Claude. Open to the public, the lecture will take place in the museum’s

Gartner Auditorium on Sunday, May 5, at 5:30 pm. The weekend of the lecture, the

museum will place the new acquisitions-a sculpture, a drawing, and a collage-on view for

the first time.

Agnes Gund and Daniel Shapiro of New York City have provided the funds for

the museum to acquire Wrapped Chair (1961), a major early example of Christo’s

sculpture, in which Christo draped fabric directly on a wooden chair, fashioning folds and

swags, elaborately knotting rope around the whole, and staining the cloth with lacquer.

Christo and Jeanne-Claude have given the museum two impressive works: the

two-part drawing Wrapped Reichstag, Project for Berlin (1994) and the collage Brite Green

Store Front Project (1965). In Wrapped Reichstag, the long, narrow upper element

contains Christo’s architectural renderings of the structure’s facade and side views as well

as a fabric sample of the proposed wrapping materials; the large colored drawing below

illustrates how the building might appear after completion. Christo uses materials in his

collages to simulate the effect of the final project as closely as possible. The lifesize Store

Front sculptures he executed in the 1960s were often assembled from the components of

real store fronts. In the museum’s newly acquired collage, Christo incorporated with a

two-dimensional pencil and charcoal drawing some cotton fabric, brown wrapping paper,

galvanized metal, masonite, and wire mesh on wood to create a three-dimensional

rendering of a proposed project.

Along with these new acquisitions, the museum will exhibit Wool Bales Wrapped:

Project for Keth Murdoch Court, National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne (1969), a collage

given to the museum by Agnes Gund in 1971 in honor of the fiftieth anniversary of The

Print Club of Cleveland.
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Museum director Robert P. Bergman says: "We’re very grateful to Ms. Gund and Mr.

Shapiro and to the artists for their remarkably generous gifts of these key pieces. The museum

now has an excellent representation of Christo’s works. It’s a special pleasure that Christo and

Jeanne-Claude will be able to come to Cleveland as their works go on view."

The four Christo pieces will be exhibited as a group in Gallery 243 for three months, at

which time the three works on paper, for conservation reasons, will be taken off view. Wrapped

Chair will remain on exhibition in the contemporary galleries.

* * *

Christo and Jeanne-Claude will give their two-hour presentation at the CMA in two

parts, the first using slides to talk about their projects, and the second, with house lights up,

answering questions from the audience. They will focus on their most recent project, Wrapped

Reichstag, Berlin, 1971-95, and two works in progress: Over the River, Project for Western U.S.A.,

and The Gates, Project for Central Park.

The Christos began work on Wrapped Reichstag when Germany was still divided, with the

Berlin Wall separating East and West, selecting an imposing landmark steeped in the country’s

tumultuous history: the structure was built as the seat of imperial parliament in 1894, remained

the seat of the supreme legislative body of the republic established in 1919, was set aflame in

1933 as Hitler rose to power and almost completely destroyed in 1945, and restored to previous

splendor in the 1960s.

In September 1994, ten companies in Germany started to manufacture the materials

according to engineers’ specifications; during April, May, and June, 1995, iron workers installed

steel structures on the building’s towers, roof, statuary, and stone vases to allow fabric to cascade

from roof to ground. With the work of 90 professional climbers and 120 installation workers, the

Reichstag was wrapped from June 24, 1995, for two weeks, in 1,076,000 square feet of thick,

silvery woven polypropylene fabric and 51,181 feet of blue polypropylene rope. The effect was a

sumptuous flow of vertical folds highlighting the features and proportions of the building and

emphasizing the essence of its architecture.

For Over the River, Project for Western U.S.A., the couple plans to suspend a 4- to 6-mile

length of fabric panels, interrupted by bridges, rocks, trees and shrubs, above a stretch of rushing

and placid river in the Rocky Mountains. The Gates, Project for Central Park, will be 15-foot-high

steel frames, spaced at 9-foot intervals, with fabric panels hanging to 5-1/2 feet from the ground,
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over 27 miles of foot paths in the park. Christo and Jeanne-Claude plan both installations to last

two weeks, and envision the Central Park work for an October month.

* * *

Christo was born Christo Javacheff on June 13, 1935, of a Bulgarian industrialist family.

He studied at the Fine Arts Academy (Sofia), the Burian Theatre (Prague), and the Vienna Fine

Arts Academy. Jeanne-Claude was born Jeanne-Claude de Guillebon-and was also born on

June 13, 1935-in Casablanca, of a French military family; she received her baccalaureat in Latin

and Philosophy from the University of Tunis. About the time the couple met in Paris in 1958,

Christo began creating works of art by wrapping and packaging objects; soon after their move to

the United States Christo began his series of stage-set-like Store Front works. In all their

temporal undertakings, the husband and wife team transforms such familiar objects and sights as

the natural landscape, buildings, bridges, monuments. Their best-known and largest-scale

projects include the 24-mile-long fabric Running Fence, Sonoma and Marin Counties, California,

1972-76
; The Pont-Neuf Wrapped, Paris, 1975-85

; and The Umbrellas, Japan-U.S.A., 1984-91, for

which 1,340 blue umbrellas (19’8" high x 28’6" in diameter) were raised in Ibaraki, Japan, and

1,760 yellow umbrellas were raised in Tejon Pass, California. Planning and execution of such

projects are entirely financed by Christo and Jeanne-Claude through the sale of preparatory

studies, drawings, collages, scale models, early works, and original lithographs created by Christo.

Christo’s comment on the transitory nature of many of their works, "I seek the involuntary

beauty of the ephemeral," indicates his relish in the memory of creating a satisfying yet

unrepeatable experience. Christo and Jeanne-Claude have a son, Cyril, born in 1960. They’ve

made their home in New York City since 1964.

* * *

Tickets for the lecture are $10 ($5 for CMA members) and are available now at the Museum
Store and in the museum lobby beginning at 3 pm on the day of the event; cash or check only for

all tickets. The event is co-sponsored by the museum and the Cleveland Society for

Contemporary Art; CSCA members will be admitted free and have priority seating. For

recorded information about the lecture, call the museum’s education department hotline at

216/421-7340, ext. 464.
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